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Making meaning of being bereaved by suicide: an everyday experience

Colleen Carlon

ABSTRACT
This autoethnography explores the experience of societal meanings of suicide from the perspective of people bereaved by suicide. The research focuses on three autoethnographic stories of everyday experiences in which personal meaning making and societal meanings of suicide intersect in contemporary Australian settings. Personal perspectives are positioned alongside broader discussions of suicide taboo to consider the implications for agency and meaning making. Key differences between conventional notions of stigma and structural stigma, and ways in which suicide taboo influences meaning making for people bereaved by suicide are explored. The paper proposes a recasting of action previously framed as internalised stigma as proactive self-preservation by people bereaved by suicide. It concludes by arguing that building capacity to see the societal taboos of suicide creates opportunities for strengthening agency in personal narratives of bereavement by suicide.
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Introduction

We talk about suicide bombers all the time. I had never consciously made the connection between suicide bombers and suicide. It’s as if suicidebomber is one word not two. It is an act of terror. Suicide bombers are completely removed from my personal experience of loving someone who ended his life.

… aren’t they?

The term people bereaved by suicide is used to refer to ‘any person greatly saddened by the suicide death of a loved one’ (Sather, 2015, p. 68). The number of people directly impacted by suicide may be as high as ‘1 in 5 during their lifetime’ (Andriessen et al., 2017, p. 118). The difficulties of the experience are consistently reported as a high risk of complicated grief and associated poor health outcomes, characterised by silence, isolation, shame, blame, guilt, shock, anger and stigma (for example, Pitman et al., 2018; Shields et al., 2017). Meaning making, the process by which people make sense of events and experiences, is central to ameliorating these risks (Pritchard & Buckle, 2017, p. 1). Current research in the area of meaning making for people bereaved by suicide is focussed on social interactions. The influence of societal meanings on the processes of meaning making for people bereaved by suicide goes largely unnoticed. The research reported in this paper uses
autoethnography to explore my own experience, as someone bereaved by suicide, of encountering societal meanings of suicide in contemporary Australian settings.

Three narratives of everyday experiences in which my own meaning making collides with societal meanings of suicide are explored through a conceptual framework of structural stigma and taboo. The three narratives combine to portray a process of being able to see and intentionally safeguard myself from the broader cultural meanings of suicide. My own personal experiences are located within empirical and theoretical knowledge of the field to argue general propositions. It is important to acknowledge my experiences are particular and reflect my position of social and cultural privilege, outlined in more detail below, thus the stories presented are self-narratives, as distinct from narratives of suicide bereavement. The opening vignette, an extract from the third narrative, portrays my awakening realisation of the connection between my experience and the sensationalised framing of suicide as mass-murder and terror. The extract is an example of the way societal meanings of suicide push against personal processes of meaning making after suicide loss.

Autoethnography takes a social constructionist approach to knowledge and is underpinned by assumptions that meaning is built through language, conceptual landscapes and the and historical contexts of place and time (Neimeyer et al., 2014). Such an approach acknowledges that meaning making is situated in the ‘prevailing negative discourses’ of suicide (Sands & Tennant, 2010, p. 102) and occurs under the ‘watchful eyes’ of a ‘society [that] polices bereavement’ (Neimeyer et al., 2014, p. 493).

The purpose of this research is to explore the influence of societal meanings in my own-lived experience of meaning making of being bereaved by suicide in contemporary Australian settings. The objectives are threefold;

- to situate the experience of being bereaved by suicide in societal contexts,
- to frame societal meanings of suicide as structural,
- to explore the agency-structure tension in meaning making.

The following section situates the experience of being bereaved by suicide and begins to explore the idea of the societal meanings of suicide.

**Situating the experience of being bereaved by suicide**

Meaning making is essentially a social process that occurs in context and relies on communication, interaction and relationship (Pritchard & Buckle, 2017, p. 1). Current research of the experience of being bereaved by suicide focuses strongly on social settings and human level relationships and interactions (Shields et al., 2017). People consistently report a lack of ‘social conventions or rules for discussing suicide’ (Maple et al., 2010, p. 247). They describe their social interactions as ‘awkward’ from ‘both sides’ (Shields et al., 2017, p. 445). People bereaved by suicide learn to evaluate the capacity of others to cope with their story (Maple et al., 2010) and are frequently asked to provide explanations for suicide (Sands & Tennant, 2010; Sather, 2015). All of which are conditions that can inhibit the communications, interactions and relationships central to meaning making, leaving people bereaved by suicide silenced and unable to speak about their loved one and the cause of death (Shields et al., 2017). Meaning making in suicide grief
parallels other grief experiences, particularly sudden and traumatic death, with the added dimension of the societal meanings of suicide.

Suicide, ‘is a broad generic term’ (Tatz, 2017, p. 546) which came into use in the seventeenth century (Van Hooff, 1990). Prior to the adoption of the single term the actions of people ending their life were described in a range of ways which reflected the particular and contextualised circumstances of their action. For example, there were 300 Greek and Latin terms which previously described suicide (Van Hooff, 1990, pp. 243–250). In contemporary discussions the single term suicide underpins suicidology and a positivist approach to the scientific research of suicide and suicide prevention. ‘Standardised definitions’ of suicide are central to systematically identifying the cause of death and as such accounting for the suicide rate (De Leo, 2015, p. 2). The single term supports this task and is foundational to approaching suicide as a public health issue. The World Health Organization (2014) defines suicide as, ‘the act of deliberately killing oneself’ (p. 12). Definitions serve the purpose of placing boundaries around a phenomenon making it amenable to scientific research. While such a definition underpins the framing of suicide as a public health issue, the assumption of intention positions suicide as a ‘highly individual and private act’ (Jaworski, 2010, p. 51).

The ambiguity that rests within a public health approach to suicide, which positions intention at the individual level reflects the sociological tension between agency and structure, where agency refers to the capacity of the individual to act deliberately, and structure to the societal conditions that may encourage and/or constrain the same action. Byng et al. (2015), in exploring suicide for young men in the justice system argue that, ‘while agency is a property of the individual, it is likely to be influenced by, even if not defined by, environmental and social structure’ (p. 938). The focus of the agency structure tension in my research is central to the role of meaning making in the lived experience of being bereaved by suicide such that people have agency in personal processes of making meaning, yet such agency is positioned within the context of broader societal meanings of suicide.

While standardised definitions of suicide are central to the realist epistemologies of suicidology this research draws on a social constructionist perspective, whereby ‘suicide does not have a stable, true meaning, but instead a meaning produced by humans in culture’ (Richardson, 2015, p. 427). This is the meaning I invoke when referring to the societal meanings of suicide. I will use the terminology of cultural meanings of suicide as I explore this idea further. Cultural meanings of suicide unconstrained by definitions and realist knowledge are ‘neither neutral nor without connotations’ (Richardson, 2015, p. 427) but rather encapsulate a ‘manifold of meaning’ (Hacking, 2008, p. 3) accumulated across place and time. Hence, meaning making processes for people bereaved by suicide are situated within a broader context of cultural meanings of suicide.

Rishel (2016) characterises being bereaved by suicide as ‘living the word every day’ (p. 42), because meanings in the societal context shape individual experience. Suicide is a ‘sinister and sibilant’ word ‘fraught with faith, fear, folklore, demonology, dogma, dread, mystery, secrecy, speculation, and tradition’ (Tatz, 2017, p. 543). Isaac (2007) points to the way people ‘face the inherent contradictions that exist in society [around suicide]: a mixture of sympathy and disgust, spectacle and removal’ (p. 1209). A person bereaved by suicide tells of people being ‘afraid of me’, ‘they were afraid of the subject. . . . And I just embodied it at the time’ (Chapple et al., 2015, p. 617). While we know much about the
experience of being bereaved by suicide very little research is focused on the situated experience of cultural meanings. In this paper, three autoethnographic stories of everyday experiences each tell of an instance in which my meaning making is confronted by cultural meanings of suicide. On one occasion, the cultural meanings of suicide were plonked, like a roadblock, between my office and my workplace staff room. On the other two occasions they plummeted into my kitchen through my radio. The opening vignette, for example, in which I ponder the relationships between suicide, mass murder and terror thwacked into my kitchen by way of the morning news. My research focuses on my experience, as someone bereaved by suicide, of the broad cultural meanings of suicide. It looks away from human level interactions to explore the experience of being bereaved by suicide within the broader social, cultural, political and historical milieu (Sather & Newman, 2016, p. 117). Meaning making by its very name assumes agency yet it occurs within the context of, and is influenced and constrained by, broad cultural meanings of suicide (Neimeyer et al., 2014). The agency-structure tension in meaning making tips towards structure when people bereaved by the suicide death of their father are caught, for example, between ‘two social metanarratives’ one of ‘strong fatherhood’ and one of ‘stigmatising suicide’ (Ziółkowska & Galasiński, 2017, p. 161). Continuing bonds with their father requires that they distance him from suicide (Ziółkowska & Galasiński, 2017). As such, meaning making relies on denial, or at least suppression, of the cause of death. Alternatively, the balance tips towards agency, when an online community for people bereaved by suicide, take cultural meanings of suicide encountered by participants, such as ‘suicide is a selfish act’, and deliberately pose a counter narrative of ‘the failing society’ (Hagstrom, 2017, p. 785). The reframing of suicide, facilitated by the website moderators, demonstrates an intentional process which interrupts broad cultural meanings and restores agency.

**Stigma or taboo**

This section explores the usefulness of stigma and taboo as ways of talking about the cultural meanings of suicide. It is well established that ‘stigmatising attitudes towards suicide’ have a flow on effect for people bereaved by suicide, not least of which is the ‘reciprocal relationship’ between stigma and suicide risk (Carpiniello & Pinna, 2017, p. 2). ‘Conventional’ notions of stigma (Stuart, 2016, p. 6), locate the problem in the beliefs, attitudes and behaviours of individuals both in the context of social interactions, such as public stigma, and with the internalising of such beliefs as with self-stigma (Sheehan et al., 2018, pp. 332–333). A third mechanism, identified as structural stigma refers to ‘societal-level conditions, cultural norms, and institutional policies that constrain the opportunities, resources, and wellbeing of the stigmatized’ (Hatzenbuehler & Link, 2014, p. 2). An example of structural stigma for suicide is the practice of insurance companies withholding access to policies for people assessed at risk of suicide (Carpiniello & Pinna, 2017, p. 4). In exploring cultural meanings of suicide, the focus of my research aligns with structural stigma as distinct from public stigma or self-stigma. The traditional focus on measurement in stigma research relies on ‘subjective’ accounts of experience, which are particularly challenged by the ‘objective’ nature of structural stigma (Hatzenbuehler, 2018, p. 107). While structural stigma is not conceptualised
as objective from a social constructionist perspective the notion does encapsulate the societal scope of cultural meanings.

The term taboo ‘can be defined as something necessarily differentiated or excluded from an ordinary life to prevent undesirable phenomena from happening with awe-inspiring invisible power’ (Colclough, 2017, p. 585). Social practices subject to taboo may be censured formally through legislation or the informal yet ubiquitous processes of cultural norms, through silencing, cultural distancing and a prohibition on ‘interaction’ between the broader community, the society, and the social practice, the person or word that is taboo (Allan, 2019, p. 1). Prohibition is secondary to the ‘emotion inspired by the thought’ of societal taboos (Imber, 2014, p. viii). As such taboos are forbidden, silenced and suggest dangerousness and toxicity. Taboos are indicative of ‘the structure of the culture’ (Farberow, 2014, p. 4). A recognition of the structural characteristic of cultural meanings of suicide is central to applying the idea of taboo in this research. I use the terminology of structural meanings of suicide going forward.

Recent research of the experience of being bereaved by suicide argues taboo is evidenced in the language and metaphors of suicide grief (Overvad & Wagoner, 2020) and is a key disruptor of social relations, which likely inhibits support, for young people bereaved by suicide (Azorina et al., 2019). Chapple et al. (2015) explored the influence of ‘death taboo’, on meaning making for people bereaved by ‘sudden traumatic death’ (p. 611) and found that people bereaved by sudden death framed as ‘public issues’ (p. 622), such as ‘a railway disaster or terrorist attack’ (p. 615), escape the full burden of taboo; whereas people bereaved by sudden death framed as ‘private troubles’ (p. 622), the more common experience for suicide, do not. Research focused on self-stigma and public stigma for people bereaved by sudden death from natural and unnatural causes, including suicide, notes a ‘degree of taboo in relation to all forms of sudden death’ with the ‘negativity and social awkwardness encountered by those bereaved by suicide … as particularly acute’ (Pitman et al., 2018, p. 125). Finally, taboos are known to have both positive and negative effects and in relation to suicide both are evident: people bereaved by suicide may be subject to silencing and cultural distancing yet the prohibition of suicide, a societal understanding that underpins prevention efforts, augurs positive effects. Hence efforts to free suicide of taboo, unlike some other taboo topics, such as death from other causes (Tradii & Robert, 2019), are particularly ambivalent; especially so, for people bereaved by suicide.

The research cited above indicates that notions of stigma and taboo can be used interchangeably. Seeking to clarify the difference between the two, Chapple et al. (2015), argue ‘taboos operate at a societal level, while stigma and shame are experienced both individually and collectively’ (p. 622). While this statement fails to account for structural stigma it nonetheless informs an understanding of the distinction between structural stigma and taboo. Structural stigma is underpinned by a considerable knowledge base in the conceptualisation and measurement of different forms of stigma and focuses on tangible structures such as institutional policies (Hatzenbuehler, 2018), whereas taboo is used in research to evoke more elusive, permeating and fluid notions of structural meaning. The strong focus on measuring and operationalising the different mechanisms of stigma draw attention away from the subtle processes through which the structural meanings of suicide pervade experience. The opening vignette, for example, articulates the connection between suicide and mass murder and terror that rests within the broad
cultural context. While suicide is no longer itself a crime, such associations tether suicide to crime and terror and provide a clear example of the structural meanings of suicide. Notions of stigma, even structural, are too restrictive to account for the experience of being bereaved by suicide in a societal context in which the word suicide ranges from technical term to malevolent construct. Taboo better explains the experience and is key to describing the structural nature of the meanings of suicide explored in this research.

**Methods**

Autoethnography uses the tacit or experiential knowledge of the researcher as a source of data. Autoethnographies of being bereaved by suicide commonly focus on the experience of living with someone before they end their life, their death, the process of making sense of their death and rebuilding life without them (Rishel, 2016). The focus of such autoethnographies is evocative emphasising the story as the central product of the research (Ellis et al., 2011). In contrast, I frame my research as analytic autoethnography (Anderson, 2006) an approach which positions the stories of lived experience within the cultural context and emphasises constructed and situated knowledges of bereavement (Brennan & Letherby, 2017). An analytic approach to autoethnography positions experiences within the current knowledge of suicide and broader societal contexts. The stories focus on specific experiences of the structural meanings of suicide (Brennan & Letherby, 2017) and, as such, seek to contribute to social constructionist understandings of the experience of being bereaved by suicide.

The connection between the personal and societal that rests at the heart of analytic autoethnography demands that I indicate some aspects of self. I am white, straight and female. I am fifth generation Australian with Catholic Irish heritage. I grew up in a working class context as my mother worked at home and my father did manual work and operated machinery. The reality was more complex in that as the child of practising Catholics I attended private schools. My parents also worked the family farm producing beef and wool in the early years of my life. Access to free tertiary education in Australia in the 1970s places me now in the middle class through professional roles in the education and social service sectors. As is common in the Australian context, I have varying experiences of gender inequality although it is safe to say that for the most part my whiteness and education have protected me from discrimination and prejudice both at the personal and systemic level. The research presented in this paper is influenced by my own social and cultural position of privilege.

My professional work is interdisciplinary. My central interest is sociological perspectives on issues of social justice, and I have moved between education and human service work, developing skills and experience in community development. I completed my PhD in 2016 in the field of community development using case study methodology. My interest in researching the experience of being bereaved by suicide emerged from this work and was driven by a strong personal need to push back on the public discourses of suicide and suicide prevention. I was well versed in public health approaches to prevention, although suicide prevention was never the central focus of my work. At the time of the first story I was particularly blinkered to the extent of suicide stigma in contemporary Australian contexts. While I have not experienced extreme stigma such as being overtly shunned, other people’s reactions to my being bereaved by suicide have
consistently startled and unsettled me and are indicative of ‘more subtle forms of isolation and shunning’ (Hanschmidt et al., 2016, p. 2). I have experienced enough of people’s shock, horror and silence to make me wary and cautious about what I reveal and my personal and professional identity combine to make me question the need to do so.

While autoethnography is focused on my experience of being bereaved by suicide I want to acknowledge I am not the only person affected by the death of my late partner. Central to the ethics of this research is a focus on my own experiences of the structural meanings of suicide. My experiences of one-on-one social interactions are not included. The focus on structural meanings promoted in the public domain serves to sequester my exploration of the experience of being bereaved by suicide from that of my family, friends, colleagues and others. This autoethnography has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the university where I am employed.

**Three everyday stories**

The three stories that follow portray instances of my own meaning making of the experience of being bereaved by suicide. The demands of the ethics committee set the stage for undertaking a process of interviewing myself, of moving between the role of participant and researcher to bring my lived experience as someone bereaved by suicide to the page. Wall (2008) argues there are clear parallels between people’s memories recorded by a researcher and the researcher’s memories recorded as data. My self-narratives are confronted in these stories of everyday events by the structural meanings of suicide. It is important to reiterate that the experience of being bereaved by suicide is not universal and the ways in which I respond to and conceptualise the public meanings of suicide portrayed in these stories will not necessarily be the same for other people bereaved by suicide.

**Media reporting – if this report raises concerns . . .**

This story happened in the same year that my partner ended his life, 2011, the same year the Australian guidelines for media reporting of suicide were updated (Australia Press Council, 2011). On this occasion I was listening to Radio National, a nationwide AM radio station of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC), a publicly funded multimedia network in Australia. The news is reported every half hour.

I was eating breakfast, drinking tea, the radio was on the table, I wasn’t paying much attention really, just background noise. The lead story caught my breath. I was hurled to the depths of grief. Cricket commentator, Peter Roebuck, has died in Cape Town. I did not know Peter Roebuck personally, yet cricket is a national sport in Australia and his voice was to me a sound of summer. The cricket had been on in Cape Town. I had been listening to the commentary. I knew he was alive and well only the day before. Shock and loss. I shouted at the radio, ‘What happened?’. Suspected heart attack? Stroke? Anger. What happened? No cause of death. No suspected cause of death. No apparent cause of death.
Silence

If this report raises concerns for you call Lifeline on 13 11 14.

My rage subsided. The cause of death was suicide. If the newsroom knew, or it was suspected, he had ended his life, why didn’t they just say that. My anger dissipated – I was confused. I was seeing something that I had not been able to see before, an understanding I could not quite grasp. I was left with the experience, shock, loss, anger, confusion and also a sense there was an understanding. Something that could help me, that was just out of reach.

As a researcher I now know the particular report described in the narrative was in line with the guidelines which state that journalists need to ‘ensure the death is not reported as suicide until confirmed by official sources’ (Everymind, 2014, p. 8). The media guidelines were followed as there remains to this day a question over the cause of death. ‘Peter Roebuck died in contentious circumstances officially recorded as suicide’ (Shah et al., 2016, p. 295). Further media reporting that followed this breaking news breached media guidelines in a number of ways, most particularly by reporting the means of death (Metherell, 2011). Zion (2012, p. 22) cites the reporting of the death of Peter Roebuck and the public debate of suicide reporting at the time as an example of confusion surrounding the implementation of media guidelines.

I heard this news report within weeks of the death of my late partner and the story clearly demonstrates the ‘increased awareness’ (Skehan et al., 2013, p. 232), heightened vulnerability and risk of ‘re-traumatisation’ (p. 234) from media reporting of suicide for people bereaved by suicide. At the time I was just beginning to fathom people’s unease around suicide was by extension an unease around me. The silence angered me. The process of making sense of my response to the silence, the way in which suicide was both absent and present in the news report, opened a small window to insight. People’s unease wasn’t just about the death of my partner in particular, it was about suicide in general. Before August 2011 I would have been saddened by the news report, I would have understood the Lifeline message, I would not have noticed the silence.

Structural meaning in media reporting

This first story highlights the societal imperative for silencing suicide. The patterns of media reporting of suicide are determined to some extent by contemporary media guidelines (Everymind, 2014), although historical analysis of media reporting of suicide in the Canadian context tells a longer story. The 1930s are identified as the beginning of a trend in which the cause of death is silenced and euphemisms such as ‘no foul play is suspected’ appear at the end of media reports (Richardson, 2015, p. 436). Prior to this, print media reports openly identified suicide as the cause of death and frequently led with this point. The practice of reporting the death without actively naming the cause of death gained momentum from the 1950s to became commonplace in the 1970s and 1980s thus enabling reporters to ‘allude to suicide without actually saying it’ (Richardson, 2015, p. 439). This practice is apparent in the Australian context where ‘we limit our public mention to the listing of a Lifeline or Beyondblue hotline number after each news report’ (Tatz, 2017, p. 549). Such a cultural norm demonstrates prohibition and silencing
indicative of taboo. Gaining an understanding of the cultural norm of silencing suicide as a cause of death provided me with an insight into the silences I experienced in social settings.

**Community prevention – did you not ask?**

The second story happened in 2013 around 2 years after the death of my partner. There is a suicide prevention programme in Australia built around a simple question. Are you okay? (R U OK?). Each year communities are encouraged through a nationwide campaign to hold *R U OK? Events on R U OK? Day* (Mok et al., 2016). This story happened at my workplace on *R U OK? Day*.

I work at a university and the *R U OK? Event* was in the middle of campus, between my office and the staff room. Between me and a cup of tea. I literally collided with *R U OK? Day*. This wasn’t my first encounter – previously I had moved away, kept my distance. There was no avoiding it this time. The question challenged me as I walked across campus.

**Did you not ask if he was OK?**

I was uneasy. I felt shame. I wanted to understand what was happening. I stood my ground. Beyond unease and shame, there was rage and affront. The simple logic, the searing optimism held me accountable. My foot wanted to stamp the ground. My hands wanted to go to hips. This is an affront, STAMP. An affront to everyone who has ever loved someone who ended their life! The rage subsided. My shoulders slumped.

**There was something else, inchoate, underneatg. Relief maybe.**

I was left with the experience unease, shame, rage, affront and a glimpse of something else. I wasn’t sure ....

*R U OK?* Is a very popular programme in Australia it gives people an easy way to take community action around suicide (Maher, 2019). The focus of *R U OK?* aligns with the agreed safe messaging strategy of encouraging ‘help seeking’ (Mishara & Dargis, 2019, p. 151). The focus on the ‘help-giver’ (Maher, 2019, p. 79) positions agency with family and friends. Maher (2019) argues that such a positioning broadens the scope of supports beyond medical services. This proactive realignment may, in this instance, be particularly ambiguous and oblique for people bereaved by suicide.

The story mentions an earlier encounter with *R U OK*? in which the eruption of shame and anger led me to retreat from the scene; a response that could be interpreted as being silenced or experiencing social isolation, both strong themes consistently reported by people bereaved by suicide (Shields et al., 2017), and action indicative of self-stigma (Sheehan et al., 2018, p. 343). Before August 2011 *R U OK?* was to me a community awareness campaign, something I would actively support on campus. After August 2011, *R U OK?* became for me fraught with ambiguity.

**Structural meaning – community prevention**

This second story demonstrates the precarious position of people bereaved by suicide within the contradictions of the positive and negative effects of suicide taboo. The simple question that sits at the heart of *R U OK?*, encapsulates the optimism of suicide prevention
The prevention message seeks to support and encourage ‘help givers’ (Maher, 2019, p. 79), yet doing so has implications for people bereaved by suicide. My portrayal of the experience as one of shame and blame, contrasts with positive reports of participation in such campaigns (Keary et al., 2017). R U OK? aligns with safe messaging guidelines to ‘encourage help seeking’ (Mishara & Dargis, 2019, p. 130) and contravenes guidelines to avoid ‘simplistic explanations’ of suicide (Mishara & Dargis, 2019, p. 150). Media reporting of suicide, from the Scottish context, identified a strong societal preference for simplistic explanations. The research characterised suicide reporting as a type of ‘why dunnit’ mystery to be solved (Coyle & MacWhannel, 2002, p. 705). Storylines of deviancy, dysfunction, mystery and moral failings of the person who died and their family and friends, provided satisfactory explanations for suicide. While the absence of private failings rendered suicide mysterious (Coyle & MacWhannel, 2002).

The conceptualisation of intention in suicide drives the need for explanations (Sands & Tennant, 2010) and frames suicide as a private trouble (Jaworski, 2010; Marsh, 2016). The structural preference for privatised easy explanations for suicide demonstrates the precarious position of people bereaved by suicide within the positive and negative effects of suicide taboo. These insights illustrate the societal imperative for positioning people bereaved by suicide as being able to offer explanations for suicide (Sather, 2015) and account for the questioning, bewilderment and confusion I have experienced in social settings. Experiences of shame and blame, framed as self-stigma, indicate ‘cognitive-behavioral’ intervention ‘to challenge and replace these thoughts with those that might be more adaptive’ (Sheehan et al., 2018, p. 343). An alternative framing of shame and blame, as an experience of suicide taboo, positions the problem with the suicide prevention messaging as distinct from the person bereaved by suicide.

One word – it’s not just me

This third and final story happened in March 2016 some four and half years into the experience. A Germanwings plane had crashed into a mountain killing 150 people in March 2015 (Soubrier, 2016). There was a lot of news coverage, a lot of speculation about the cause of the crash.

I was in my kitchen again, different kitchen, same routine, minding my own business, eating breakfast, drinking tea, listening to the world through my radio. The Germanwings investigation had a finding. The accident was caused by …

Suicide.

My tea went everywhere. I was incredulous 150 people were killed. Surely if the plane was deliberately flown into the mountain this was mass murder. Mass murder reported as suicide. The familiar emotions roll through. Not so much rage more outrage, dissipating to confusion, opening up this time to understanding.

Mass murder. Suicide. We talk about suicide bombers all the time. I had never consciously made the connection between suicide bombers and suicide. It’s as if suicidebomber is one word, not two. It is an act of terror. Suicide bombers are completely removed from my personal experience of loving someone who ended his life.

… aren’t they?
Hearing the Germanwings report, that 150 people died from suicide, even though it was not reported as an act of terror, hearing mass murder reported as suicide brought into focus the associations of suicide with crime and terror. Suicide was not silent in this news report. I understood now why people were terrified when they found out my partner ended his life.

The extreme danger and criminality of suicide were carried in this report of mass murder. It was in hearing this report that I realised the association of suicide with murder and terror. This realisation was so surprising to me that I really questioned why I had not noticed this connection previously. I was not associating murder or terror with the death of my partner yet strong associations with these actions come with the word, suicide. My understanding in this moment reflects the sentiment articulated when recognition of the structural nature of meaning is empowering because it relieves the individual of the full burden of the experience – it’s ‘not just me’ (Bergmans et al., 2016, p. 145). The story pinpoints my epiphany of the structural nature of the meanings of suicide. The inchoate feelings of earlier experiences gave way to a panorama of meaning. The silences, the need for explanations, the fear were all expressions of suicide taboo.

It is important to note that Prosecutor Brice Robin, in later reports refused to describe the cause as suicide. ‘People who commit [sic] suicide usually do so alone … when we have the lives of 150 passengers involved, I can’t call this a suicide’ (Australian Broadcasting Company [ABC], 2015). The public discussion around mandatory reporting and employability for pilots suffering from depression in the wake of the Germanwings crash are identified by researchers as an instance of mental health ‘structural stigma’ (Von Dem Knesebeck et al., 2015, p. 264).

**Structural meaning – one word**

The final story, including the opening vignette, emphasises the accepted associations of suicide with mass murder and terror. The societal imperative of the single term, suicide, obscures distinctions between suicide and suicide-murder, mass-murder perpetrated by suicide and suicide bombers. A review of the homicide-suicide literature, homicide being the term more commonly used in the Australian context, shows the demographics of homicide-only and suicide-only are evident in homicide-suicide, hence the association is not unreasonable (McPhedran et al., 2018). It also identifies characteristics particular to homicide-suicide. Yet despite these particularities, homicide-suicide is studied through the prism of suicide or homicide, and the knowledge of these different literatures rarely cross over (McPhedran et al., 2018). The specific example of homicide-suicide, signified by the idea of suicide bombers, emphasises suicide. Fear is a defining feature of terrorism and is central to the public recognition of an act of violence as terrorism (Avdan & Webb, 2019; Huff & Kertzer, 2018). Employing suicide bombers heightens fear ‘because of the taboo nature of the act’ (Avdan & Webb, 2018, p. 6). These insights stand in stark contrast to the public health notions of suicide and provided me with insight to, and plausible explanations for, other people’s reactions to learning of my bereavement by suicide in social settings, which were akin to fear and terror.
Discussion

These stories describe personal, rather than universal, experiences of the structural meanings of suicide in contemporary Australian settings. The following discussion situates these stories in the literature and provides an interpretation of key insights.

Bringing structure into view

The glimpses of structural meanings of suicide portrayed in each story parallel the strong emotional responses I experienced many times through human interaction. To this day I continue to have people react with shock, silence or horror. This type of reaction was common and acute in the first few years. The difference between the incidents portrayed in this research and human interactions is that, in the absence of another person, I was able to explore my own reaction more fully. In social settings I was preoccupied with managing the way ‘I had upset … people with the events of my life’ (Turner, 2016, p. 83). Being free of the social obligations of human interaction created space for reflection. As I gained confidence with interpreting these insights to suicide, I started to see my one-on-one interactions with people very differently. I started to see that such interactions occur within broader contexts and are underpinned by structural meanings. What was happening was not just between people it was about how we as a society understand, associate, talk about and silence suicide. I was experiencing suicide taboo, a societal phenomenon, the structure of culture.

The capacity to see structure enables a recasting of ‘conventional’ (Stuart, 2016, p. 6) notions of self-stigma. If a person bereaved by suicide reduces social contact as a form of self-imposed social isolation, the action may be interpreted as a form of self-stigma. Yet if the action is undertaken in response to experiences of suicide taboo it may be recast as a rational self-protective response to the context in which one finds oneself – a form of agency. Self-stigma implicates the people suffering as central to the reason for their suffering. Yet actions viewed by others as self-stigma may be recast as positive and proactive. My own journey in recasting anger and shame as vital emotions in self-preservation was the growing awareness that enabled me to stand and face the R U OK? event on campus. I held onto the idea that R U OK? is an affront for a very long time. It felt like a lifeline in a sea of subtext in which I was not OK. My sense of something being out of reach in making meaning of the experience was the lifeline. The experience was so deeply personal as to render the sociological perspective out of reach yet my practice in viewing society sociologically lay underneath. The first step is to see the structure of suicide taboo.

The stories opened insight to the structural meanings of suicide including:

- societal imperative for silencing suicide
- positioning of people bereaved by suicide as being able to provide explanations for suicide
- reframing of public health issues as private troubles
- centrality of fear and danger to suicide and
- precarious position of being bereaved by suicide within the positive and negative effects of suicide taboo.

Bringing the structural meanings of suicide into view reduces the potency of stigmatising interactions in social contexts. It is a relief.
Cultivating a sense of detachment

Across the time of the three experiences and the process of undertaking this research my capacity to see structure stabilised and strengthened, which in turn opened up the possibility of cultivating a sense of detachment. This process could be described as moving away from being a ‘passive’ receptacle of the structural meanings of suicide (Sands & Tennant, 2010, p. 111) to proactively challenging those same meanings. The idea of being a receptacle of structural meaning is exemplified by skulking away in shame from my first encounter with R U OK? and the instance, outlined earlier, whereby people bereaved by the suicide loss of their father distance him from the cause of death in order to maintain continuing bonds (Ziółkowska & Galasiński, 2017). A sense of detachment enables people to distance themselves from the structural meanings of suicide rather than distance themselves from their loved one and the cause of death. Cultivating a sense of detachment enables people to pose counter narratives, such as the example outlined earlier of re-framing suicide in terms of the ‘failing society’ (Hagstrom, 2017, p. 785), and offer a direct challenge to structural meanings. Rather than perceive oneself and the experience of being bereaved by suicide as the problem a counter narrative of the problematic nature of the structural meanings of suicide is possible. As such being able to see and cultivate a sense of detachment from suicide taboo tips the balance to agency in meaning making in suicide grief.

Limitations

Central to the limitations of this research is recognition that tacit knowledge stems from the individual in context and as such my self-narratives of being bereaved by suicide are just that, self-narratives, as distinct from narratives of suicide bereavement. The research also reflects my social and cultural position of privilege and supports arguments for recognition of cultural diversity and intersectionality when researching the experience of being bereaved by suicide.

Implications

The research in this paper provides everyday examples of ways in which suicide taboos may collide with the meaning making processes for people bereaved by suicide. The three stories offer people bereaved by suicide, and practitioners working with them, models for thinking differently about experiences of social settings and societal contexts. The paper offers ways of thinking about the societal context which challenge current notions of stigma and provides suggestions for recasting feelings of self-stigma as rational and proactive choices. Finally, being able to see and develop a sense of detachment from suicide taboo as a societal force, within which experiences of being bereaved by suicide are navigated, may offer people bereaved by suicide, and practitioners working with them, ways of counteracting the effects of structural meanings of suicide, which may be particularly disruptive to their own meaning making. Thereby strengthening their agency in the construction of personal narratives of bereavement by suicide.
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